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A Guide to Spiritual Autobiography
When you are working on a computer, sometimes you type a whole page, and
the power goes out. If you have not saved your work on a disk, it is all lost.
Every day of our lives, from the tick of birth to the tock of death, we write our
life stories. If they are not saved, they are forever lost. An African tribe has a
great proverb, "When a knowledgeable old person dies, a whole library
disappears."
No task is more important in the later years than saving your life story. It is
the priceless legacy you leave your children and generations yet unborn. It
remains one of the most important ways in our later years to achieve a sense
of integrity and meaning about our lives. One danger that confronts older
people is that because our days are more limited, we come to believe that our
lives are without meaning.
In earlier times, families sat around the campfire to hear stories of the
paststories about the birth of a child, stories of classic battles, and of great
floods. This was the way that children learned who they were, as well as the
values and beliefs of their families.
In the book of Deuteronomy we find a primitive confession of faith, which
told the story of Israel's origins.
A wandering Aramean was my ancestor; he went down into Egypt and lived
there as an alien. . . . When the
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Egyptians treated us harshly and afflicted us, . . . we cried to the LORD, the
God of our ancestors . . . The LORD brought us out of Egypt . . . and gave us
this land. . . .
Deuteronomy 26:59

When we were children, families sat around the dinner table and told their
stories. When the meal ended and dessert plates were pushed aside, we
reminisced and swapped our tales. If we saw events in different ways, that
made for even livelier conversations.
At family reunions the constant question was, "Do you remember when?"
And each member of the family told the story as he or she remembered it.
Grandparents often lived in the home, or within short distances, and they were
the storytellers; the ones who handed on the family traditions and values.
When families gathered for a funeral, invariably stories were told about the
loved one who had died.
My maternal grandfather lived with us for a while, and from him I learned
some of my family history. I learned that I was related to Francis Cooke and
Richard Warren, who came to America on the Mayflower, and that Ethan
Allen of the Green Mountain Boys of Vermont was one of my ancestors.
Now we live in a different society where we are in danger of losing our
stories. Stories are not told much around the dinner table, as families rush
from one activity to another, or watch the ubiquitous television. We have so
stuffed our stories into oblivion that we are in danger of becoming people
without stories. Grandparents live miles
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away, and even funerals have become so routine that stories are seldom heard.
The sad truth is that many of the younger generation experience massive
amnesia when it comes to their family history. And if they are cut off from
their roots, they may have serious doubts about their own identity.
Vera Rosenbluth tells the story of an anthropologist who decided to introduce
a television into tribal life. For a while the people gathered around the
electronic box, and then lost interest and drifted away. The anthropologist was
puzzled, until one of the tribesmen said, "We have our own storyteller; our
elders." "Yes," said the anthropologist, "but the TV knows more stories than
your storytellers." "That may be true,'' said the tribesman, "but our storyteller
knows us!" 1
The artificial images we see on television have little to do with our personal
lives, and even less to do with our faith stories. We may be amused and
distracted, but never enlightened.
Make no mistake; saving our life stories is no easy task. It demands
discipline, but the rewards are great. Why, therefore, devote considerable time
and energy to this task?
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1
Why Save Our Stories?
1. Every life is a one-of-a-kind story, never to be copied or repeated. Every
person is a unique stone in the mosaic of human existence. Furthermore,
every life is a sacred story. Frederick Buechner makes that clear when he
suggests, "You may in the privacy of your heart take out the album of your
own life and search it for the people and places you have loved and learned
from yourself, and for those moments in the past . . . glimpse the sacredness
of your own journey." 2
2. Our stories are our most priceless legacies for future generations. They
become the best way to transmit values and faith experiences from one
generation to another. While we may leave material possessions and valued
treasures, our lasting legacy is the life we have lived. The words of the writer
of the 78th Psalm need to be heard anew:
I will utter dark sayings from of old, things that we have heard and known, that
our ancestors have told us. We will not hide them from their children; we will
tell to the coming generation the glorious deeds of the LORD, and his might,
and the wonders that he has done.
Psalm 78:24
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In Judaism there is the task of writing an "ethical will," in which elders
pass on their values and wisdom that has guided them through the years.
As we remember and save our stories, we too make our ethical wills for
future generations.
3. Late life is the crucial time for saving stories. The writer of Ecclesiastes
reminds us, "There is a time for everything, and a season for every activity
under heaven" (Ecclesiastes 3:1). It has been wisely said that, "It is not until
evening that we can know what kind of a day it has been."
During the adult years we are so preoccupied with life that we have little
time to reflect on our experiences. In the hustle and bustle of these years,
our emphasis on achieving and spending can strip life of meaning. We may
discern the work of the Spirit only in later age as we look back on the
whole sweep of our life with eyes of faith. It is only later that we
understand.
In the later years (ordinarily in our sixties and seventies) it is time to reflect
on life and preserve our stories. For further on in life, too many older
persons experience illness and debilities, reminding us again of the ancient
sage's words, "Remember your Creator in the days of your youth, before
the days of trouble come, and the years draw near when you will say, 'I
have no pleasure in them'" (Ecclesiastes 12:1).
4. Getting in touch with our stories brings meaning to our lives. Erik Erikson
claimed that the final crisis in
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human development is integrity vs. despair. Integrity means that we look
back over both the good and the bad in our lives, accept this life as
uniquely ours, and make peace with it. Time is too short to begin another
life, so we either affirm our lives or fall into despair.
But our stories seem to be disconnected events, small fragments
crisscrossing through the years. Where is the meaning? In Man's Search
for Meaning, Viktor Frankl tells of a contrast between two older men. One
sadly tears each page from his wall calendar, while the other files each
page neatly and carefully away, after having jotted down a few notes on
the back. Of the second man, Frankl writes:
He can reflect with pride on all the richness set down in notes, on all the life he
has already lived to the full. What will it matter to him if he notices that he is
growing old? What reason has he to envy a young person? For the possibilities
that a young person has, the future that is in store for him? "No, thank you," he
will think. "Instead of possibilities, I have realities in my past, not only the
reality of work done and love loved, but of suffering suffered. 3

If we are to face the later years of our lives with integrity, then we must
know that our lives have meant something, that we have mattered to
someone, and as a result affirm who we are. Carl Jung modeled that
integrity when he wrote, "Much might have been different if I myself had
been different.
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But it was as it had to be, for all came about because I am as I am." 4
5. As we listen to our stories, we connect with God's story. After all, the
stories of the Bible and our stories are not all that different. We can easily
recognize ourselves in the people who lived out the story of faith in scripture.
And, most important of all, as we listen to their stories and ours, we can
discern God's presence. None of us are unlike the patriarch Jacob, who
experienced God at Bethel and said, "Surely the LORD is in this placeand I
did not know it!" (Genesis 28:16).
While memories are important (for without them we are like a book
without pages), awareness of where God has been in our story is even
more important. It is like standing on the bow of a ship in the water.
Standing on the bow, looking ahead will not tell you the direction of the
ship. But if you go to the stern and see the pattern of the wake, indicating
where you have been, you discover the direction of the ship. As we look
back at the wake of our lives, we can discern God's grace and guidance.
We hear the biblical stories and say, "That's my story too." And as we
recall our own stories, we find striking parallels with the people of God in
holy scripture. As we tell our stories, we find connections with other
people's stories and realize that, in a sense, there is something of our story
in the stories of others.
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Our storiesothers' storiesGod's
story are all interwoven, and it is the
Spirit that makes the connection. 5

The classic model of spiritual autobiography was written by Augustine in the
fourth century. His Confessions paints a poignant picture of the struggles of a
soul trying to live by a higher power. Augustine recorded key moments in his
faith journey. Simple events like the stealing-of-pears episode, the death of a
friend, and the voice of the child in the garden all become grace moments.
One of my favorite Latin sayings was found carved in stone over the front
door of Carl Jung's home in Küsnacht. Vocatus non vocatus, Deus aderit,
which means whether you call on God or not, God will be present with you.
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2
Overcoming Our Resistances
For several reasons, many older persons resist saving their life stories. While I
was leading a "Remembering Your Story" seminar at a Presbyterian
retirement community in Florida, one elderly gentleman quietly told me that
he could not participate in the group sharing of stories because, "When I was
a child, my parents taught me never to talk about myself. Children are to be
seen and not heard. So, I cannot talk about myself." While he would be a
great listener for others' stories, he was depriving himself of realizing what
his life had meant.
We must get through the following obstacles if we are to save our stories.
1. My story is unimportant and uninteresting. Many persons believe
autobiographies are restricted to celebrities who have colorful, dramatic
stories to tell. They say, "I'm not important enough. Who would be interested
in my story?" Yet every life is worthy of a novel. Every person's story is
unique. Stories of Jesus' encounters with people emphasize this fact. A
woman at a well, her life like shards of a broken jug; a disturbed man living in
a cemetery; a widow of Nain who lost her only son; a woman entering
Simon's house carrying an alabaster jar of ointment; a man, lame for thirtyeight years, who had given up hope.
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Like us, they were ordinary people with ordinary stories. No life story is
trivial or boring.
When older people begin to dig out their stories, they discover how
fascinating their lives have been. Their stories confirm the significance of
their lives, and instead of withdrawing into depression they embrace life.
2. Nothing is more boring than the repetitions of old stories. It is regrettable
that remembering is equated with talking about moments in the past known as
"the good old days." Some people equate the stories of older people with
"crying over spilled milk" or with a nostalgic living in bygone days, refusing
to face the present or the future. Nothing is further from the truth. Our stories,
however, represent more than recollections of the past. They go to the heart of
our dignity as persons and affirm our identity and uniqueness.
3. Telling our stories means reliving painful moments best left in the past.
Invariably, as we remember our past we recall painful moments, conflicts of
former days. It is not always a pleasant journey down memory lane. The
wrong turns, dead ends, stupid blunders, and careless actions torment us.
Some believe it is better to keep the pain buried in the past, lest by opening
the Pandora's box of old resentments and failures, we will be overwhelmed by
them. They repeatedly say, "I lived through that onceit really hurtand I don't
want to think about it anymore." Furthermore, there are family skeletons
rattling around in the closets of our lives, and some believe those scary
memories need to be left there.
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However, those painful moments will resurface in one way or another. At
times it is those unplanned moments or anniversary reactions that call them
back. At other times it is family members or others who make us react by
pushing a button marked "the past." Frederick Buechner alludes to this when
he writes,
The sad things that happened long ago will always remain part of who we are,
just as the glad and gracious things will, too. But instead of being a burden of
guilt, recrimination, and regret that make us constantly stumble as we go, even
the saddest things can become, once we have made peace with them, a source of
wisdom and strength for the journey that still lies ahead. 6

Buechner gave a powerful example of this reconciliation with his past through
an imaginary dialogue with his father, who committed suicide.7 It is wrong to
stuff these painful moments into our subconscious. Rather, we need to work
through them, recontextualize them, and discover a redemptive meaning.
After all, no one is perfect. And as Alice Walker writes, "You don't have to be
perfect to be loved."
The story of Joseph and his brothers illustrates this. When the brothers came
to Egypt, Joseph could have retaliated against his brothers for their act of
cruelty. But he saw that whole scenario in the light of God's redemptive plan.
". . . you intended to do harm to me, God intended it for good . . ." (Genesis
50:20). We recall those painful moments, work through them, and move on
with life.
The Buddha once told his disciples this parable: A man is on a journey. He
comes to a vast stretch of water. On
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this side the shore is dangerous, but on the other side it is safe and without
danger. No boat goes to the other shore where it is safe and without danger,
nor is there any bridge for crossing over. It would be good, therefore, if I
would gather grass, wood, branches, and leaves to make a raft, and with the
help of that raft cross safely to the other side. Then that man gathers grass,
wood, branches, and leaves and makes a raft, and with the raft crosses over
safely to the other side. Having crossed over and gotten to the other side, he
thinks, "This raft was of great help to me. With its aid I have crossed safely to
the other side. It would be good if I carry the raft on my head or my back
wherever I go."
The Buddha would then ask his disciples what should be done with the raft.
His point was that the raft was made for crossing over and not for carrying
throughout life. Our stories are like that raft. They carry us from unresolved
burdens of the past to freedom. Once we have dealt with our trials and
troubles we need to let them go, and not carry them on our backs forever.
One group member said it well, "I was hesitant to join the 'Remembering
Your Story' group at first, because I didn't want to open up old wounds. I am a
grudge keeper! But in that dynamic experience I learned to dissolve my
hatreds, work through my pain, and move from resentment to reconciliation."
8

4. Telling our stories is scary, because it seems to signal the imminence of
death. Buechner says, "There is something more than a little disconcerting
about writing your own
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autobiography. There is something geriatric about it tooan old codger putting
his affairs in order as the end approaches.'' 9
Facing our mortality is not a bad thing, for the reality of death always gives
perspective to life. However, saving our stories does not mean that life has
ended. Kierkegaard once wrote, "Philosophy is perfectly right in saying that
life must be understood backward. But then one forgets the other clausethat it
must be lived forward."10 When we write our stories, or preserve them in
some other way, we are not at the end of our life stories. Every person is an
unfinished story, and our stories are incomplete until we draw our last breath.
Looking back is not just putting a period at the end of our stories; rather it is
becoming aware of new possibilities.
Furthermore, like Moses, we only see the promised land from afar. Ordinarily
we die with our stories unfinished. And so we go into the unknown, leaving
that in the hands of God.
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3
Ways to Save Our Stories
Hopefully, by now you are motivated to save your life story. But how to
begin? There are helpful resources available to guide you in this spiritual
journey. 11 And, there are different ways to accomplish this task.
1. Journaling and writing your life story. Some older persons enjoy writing
their life story. You don't have to be a great writer to record your life story. All
you need is to journal your memories, and get them on paper or on disk. In
the appendix of my Remembering Your Story workbook are 100 questions that
can become a beginning place for writing your story. Some older persons
keep a journal and enjoy working alone.
2. Recording on cassette or videotape. Some older adults prefer to record their
stories on audio or videotape. William Zimmerman has described a process
that shows how this may be done either with the use of tape recorders or
home video techniques.12 Some older people now share some of their stories
with children and grandchildren through e-mail.
3. Sharing your story with a spiritual friend. Life stories can best be shared
with a trusted soul friend, in whose presence it is safe to let down your guard
and be vulnerable. Everyone longs to tell his or her story to someone and
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